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L-Series Sells Into
Manufacturing Automation
By Patty Einarson/DSD
Another L-Series success story!

The Application
Like many companies, this wellknown semiconductor firm is concerned about the Japanese headstart
in increasing productivity, and is
striving to automate its production
processes to utilize resources more
effectively and efficiently.

A New HP 1000 Microsyetem For Under $10,000!
By Gary Law/DSD
On April 13, '81 Data Systems
launched the Model 5 computer and
microsystem, the newest members of
the HP 1000 family of real time computers.
The Model 5 concept combines the
L-Series computer, dual 270 Kbyte
mini-floppy disc drives, and CRT and
keyboard all in an attractive integrated package. Yet the Model 5 still
retains the flexibility of a 1000. The
modular design allows the user to
select his choice of HP 262X terminal
tops as the integrated CRT, plus
mkmory sizes frbm 64 m bytes to 512
Kbytes. But the modularity doesn't
stop there! As a mernber of the LSeries family, the Model 5 supports all
of the L-Series software and peripherals, including the 7910H and
7906H hard discs.
The Model 5 was designed primarily
to appeal to the OEhl customer. For
the O E M who wants to buy components, the 2122A Model 5 computer
provides all of the Model 5 hardware,
(minus terminal), for the lowest possible price, $5,346 (US)in OEM quantities of 100. Combine this with the
very aggressively priced RTE-L and
Computer News April 15, 1981

RTE-XL right-to-execute products in
the same OEM quantities, $112 (US)
for the RTE-L license, and $139 (US)
for the RTE-XL license, and you've got
an unbeatable package for OEMs in
your area.
For those OEMs who want complete
systems, the 2142A Model 5 system
processing unit fills the bill. Like all
HP 1000 systems the 2142A includes
everything the system customer expects, the Model 5 hardware, (minus
terminal top), RTE-XL operating system, coordinated shipment, installation by HP CEs, a 90ilay on-site warranty, and complete system
documentation.
A special "Hello" program is also included in the 2142A. This is a special
getting started with the Model 5 program designed to help get the new
RTE user up and running fast. The
also doubles as an excellent
-program
sales aid for demonstrating the power
of the Model 5!

If you need more information on this
exciting new opportunity, contact
your DSD Sales Development engineer today.
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The company has been a long-time
HP instrument user and has purchased numerous desktop computers
as well. Using this installed base as
leverage, the 02 salesman became involved in a microwave test station application within the company. Data
acquisition and control from the
firm's production line of two-way
communication radios initially
suggested an HP 9825 to be used as a
controller to obtain data from two
8560 Bigfoot microwave test stations.
After ascertaining that the customer's
data acquisition and control requirements were actually a relatively small
proportion of the entire application,
and that multitasking and distributed
systems capabilities were much more
critical, the salesman proposed an
L-Series to do the following:
1. Control PROM burning test cham-

bers;
2. Control environmental chambers
(i.e.,test radios throughout a 5-6
hour period of temperature cycling ;
3. Receive data on the f~equency
variations of the radios; and
4. Create an IMAGE data base from
files containing test data transferred from two 9825s being used
as controllers for two microwave
test stations.
The sales process consisted of two
meetings with production and engineering managers, and the decision
to purchase the L-Series computer
was made within two weeks of its initial introduction to the managers!
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The company initially purchased an
L-Series Model 1 0 System with 64Kb
of memory (sale occurred prior to the
release of the XL) and installed it in
their own instrument rack. Now that
the XL is available, the customer is in
the process of upgrading its L to an
XL. The initial memory requirements
of the system were n i t high, but the
firm has recently purchased two
128Mb memory cards for expansion
purposes. HP expects to sell more XLs
into the application.
Future Eqansion
The initial application is growing by
leaps and bounds! An additional
order for an F-Series Model 45 system
with 1/2Mb of memory and a 7925
disc drive, plus RJE capability to
communicate with the corporate
mainframe is likely. The XL will eventually function as a remote node in
this expanded network. Ultimately,
the cor&any intends to control their
entire production line. The F-Series
will first receive large data files from
the mainframe (which contains information on radio specifications and
other parameters), and then transfer
these files rapidly to the XL to aid in
controlling the PROM burning stations. Furthermore, complete product tracking has entered the picture
... DATACAP perhaps?
Deciding Factors
The success of this L-Series sale was
based on a number of factors:
1. The L-Series provided a more cost

effective solution than the
Motorola 6800 the firm initially intended to use;
2. Sophisticated software capabilities
iespecially the IMAGE data base)
made the L-Series an even more
attractive alternative;
3. HP's traditional reputation for
quality products and service/
support;
4. HP's single vendor capability - instruments and computer solutions; and finally ...

5. The imminent distributed systems
communication between the XL
and the HP 1000 F-Series.
If you have won a tough (or even not
so tough) sale of an L-Series, call your
Sales Development Engineer at DSD
and share it. Yours may be the next
"L-Series Success Story" to appear in
Computer News !

AT8 Application Stories
Help You Sell!
By Dawson MabcylDSD
Recent feedback from a customer indicates how useful the first seven ATS
Application Stories were in penetrating a difficult account.
This customer was reluctant to consider HP as a supplier of integrated
ATS/1000 systems until he saw the
one-page application stories on recently shipped systems. He commented that these were the only HP
literature he'd seen that showed we
were providing solutions to users
with requirements like his! The result
- avisit to DSD to discuss his needs.
A multiple system order for ATS/
1000s may result.
Five new stories have been added,
bringing the total to 12. These stories
include a system picture and block
diagram, and a short description of
the application. Each shows a typical
solution to a specific problem, and
together they provide a high level of
confidence in HP's experience in providing integrated ATS/1000 systems
for a wide range of applications. The
stories are:
(C83 )
Avionics System Testing
(C69 )
Guidance Missile Testing-LF
Guidance and Control System (C95)
Guidance and Control System iC941
Fire and Control Unit
iC93)
F-16 Radar Module Testing 19231Ci
Commercial Aircraft Module
(C88 )
Transceiver Testing
iC56)
Radar System Testing
lC05 )
Guided Missile Testing-RF
(DO8)
Missile Guidance & Control
(C71)
Missile Guidance & Control
iC70)

E, F-Wries CPU FiFmware
Change Reminder
By Rocky Gu~zderson/DSD
This is a reminder of the E- and FSeries CPU and firmware change
which will appear o n the May 1, '81
CPL. This subject was covered in detail in the April 1 issue of Computer
News. Please refer to that article for
specific product change information.
Key product change information is:
2109E/2111F/2113E/2l17F CPUs
will come standard with a 12791A
Firmware Expansion Module for
firmware storage, in place of the
13304A Firmware Accessory Board.
2109E/2113E Opt. 003 will appear on
the May 1 CPL, and will replace the
standard 12791A FEM with a 13304A
FAB at no charge.
Two key ordering notes must be followed.
1. Any order for a standard E-Series
CPU received at DSD after May 1

will be shipped with the 12791A
FEM. Thus, if your customer requires a 13304A FAB, and there is
any possibility that the order will
arrive at DSD on or before May 1,
specify the Opt. 003 on the order.
If the order arrives at DSD before
May 1,it will be manually handled.
2. If your custorner prefers a 12791A
FEM to a 13304A FAB, you may
consider holding off on the order
until the May 1 CPL date so that
the customer may receive a
12791A FEM with the E- or FSeries CPU order.
Please direct any questions to your
Sales Development Engineer.

Call your DSD Sales Development
Engineer 1408) 257-7000 for copies.

i
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New ATE Customer Slide
Presentation

RVD

By Dawson Mabey/13SD

2240A Competition: HP
Mexico Winner !

A new 35mm customer slide presentation on ATE products from HP is
now available! The presentation is
modular so that slides can be added
to cover more detailed product information if desired. A detailed module on ATS/1000 Automatic Test Systems is included. The presentation
ends with a brief introduction to
ATE'S place in an automated manufacturing facility and the benefits of
interconnected computer networks
for improving productivity. The ATE
Customer slide show (53 slides) can
be ordered from DSD as kit SA-206.

H P 1OOO Ordering
Information
By Ted Proske/DSD

A new two-page table in the back of
the March 1, '81 HP 1000 Ordering
Information booklet lists Card cage
Slot and 5V CPU current availability
and requirements of all current HP
1000 products and related products.
This is intended to serve as a partial
stop-gap until a new SRs configuration guide can be completed and distributed.

+

B y Duncan Campbell/RVD

The winner of the HP 2240A application is Enrique Setaro of HP Mexico.
Congratulations on winning the new
HP 41C!
The winning application involved
data acquisition of oil-drilling
parameters for assisting oil drilling
personnel. These parameters and the
processed values obtained using the
2240A are critical for the operation of
the well. The customer is Instituto
Mexicano del Petroleo which functions as a research institute for
PEMEX, the Mexican government oil
company.
In this application there is a central
HP 1000/20 computer that will
supervise the operation of remote
data acquisition 2240A stations
which communicate to the central
CPU via modems and a duplex VHF
radio link.

The parameters being measured
come from a series of transducers
supplied by Martain Decker Company
and are: the load on the drill, rotational speed of drill, stroke of drilling
pump, pumping pressure, drilling
torque, drilling mud temperature and
density, depth, gaseous analyses of
mud (with Gas Chromatograph to
identify compounds ), mud sucking
dam level and mud flow volume.
With these parameters, and using Assembly and FORTRAN subroutines,
the following data is obtained
through processing in the 1000 : drill
penetration velocity, time for change
of drilling jacket, net drilling times,
time to bottom of well, piping connection time, time of repairs, time of
arrival of materials, drilling optimization, drilling planning and prevention
of gas rising to surface which is one of
the most critical values for the operation of the well.
The Roseville Division would like to
thank all the contestants in the 2240A
application competition. All entries
were of high quality and your inputs
are valuable to us.

Phase I
Central Computer

DATACAP/ 1000-11
Explained
By Gary BrunelllTAP

The Datacap lab team has
documented the Datacap software in
a Technical Specification Manual
(P/N 22999-90355).This document is
a tool for potential Datacap SE
Specialists who require a detailed
understanding of how the 122Kb of
code actually executes. It is suggested
as supplemental reading for the
Datacap internals class and is an essential tool for all Datacap Account
SEs. To receive a copy, place a HEART
I2 order on Data $!items Division
(supplying division 2200).
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12566C Microcircuit Card Increases Interfacing
Capabilities
By Bob Bessin/RITD
The new 12566C, like its predecessor
12566B, provides a means to transfer
data bidirectionally between any HP
2100-Series o r current HP 1000-Series
conlputers and a peripheral I/O device. This new microcircuit interface
retains complete backwad compatibility with all features of the 12566B,
and enhances the following interfacing capabilities and user conveniences :
The availability of both Positive and
Negative data transfer capabilities
combined onto one printed circuit
board ( jumpel- selectable 1.

/

Both Positive and Negative True
device command (actioni signals
now available at time T6 lend of
the cycle) for ease o f programming
with the dual channel port controller.
Convenient plug-in jumper
scheme for selecting the various
configurations available to the user
(replaces solder-in jumpers 1.

!

Older CTL logic replaced by DTL/
TTL compatible interface logic

I

I
i

1

The 12566C has been thoroughly
tested in-house and at customer installations. To insure a smooth transition from the 12566B to the 12566C,
we are keeping the 12566B on the
price list for the time being. The "B"
version will be discontinued in June,
'81. The 12566C, available April '81, is
priced at $500 (US list).

Digital Filter Design Pack
Available

DCD
9845A Options To Be
Removed From CPL
B,v Dn w ~bforse/DCD
Effective May 1,the following options
for the HP 9845A desktop computer
will be removed from the Corporate
Price List.
Mass Storage ROhl
1 / 0 ROM
Graphics ROM
Incremental 16 Kbytes
memory
Incremental 32 Kb-ytes
memory
Incremental 48 Kbytes
memory
ASCII character printer
French character printer
Spanish character printer
The 9845A has been off the price list
since November, '79. 9845A to 9845B
upgrade kits and, of course, all 9845B
options and accessories, will continue to be available.

i1

6

The customer's rernote data acquisition
statiort
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By Torn Pritchett/DCD
New design capabilities are available
for the HP System 45 via the Digital
Filter Design Pack, P/N 09845-12910.
The new pack provides both design
and analysis capabilities in one package. Filter coefficients can be calculated for either Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters or Infinite Impulse Response ( I I R ) filters. After filter coefficients have been determined, analysis is possible using
magnitude and phase frequency response plots and impulse response
plots.
The new package will allow your customers to design their digital filters
more efficiently than ever before.
Read about the market and selling
techniques in the Field Training
manual, which should arrive in North
American sales offices early in hlay
The price of the pack is $750 (US)and
delivery is eight weeks.
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The 9915A Option 002 Operator
Interface has a BNC connector for the
composite video signal. A BNC connector looks like this:

D H T a

N O R M R L I Z E D FWEOUENCY

L
s
5

64

.S

160

96

132

224

256

FKLOUENCY P O I N T
NUMBER OF FI1EOUENCY P C I N T 5 = 2 5 6
GRRPH R E S O L l J i I D " 1 = 3 . 9 0 6 2 5 E + 0 0 H z

NDRMRLIZCD FREOULNCY: 1 = 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3 Hz
MRXiMUM M R G N i T u o E : 0 = 9 . 3 3 9 0 0 E - 0 :

Sample digital filter response.
BIYC female and male connectors

Some of the monitors have an 50-239
connector. These monitors will need
an adaptor of some type; the Amphenol UG-274/U is one of these
adaptors. (Shown below

Amphenol U G - 274/C' adaptor

9915,4 accessory kevboard

Monitors for 9915A
By Titn Mikkelsen/Dt7D
The HP 9915A Modular Computer
does not have HP-manufactured
monitors available. If customers or
field offices need a monitor, they

must buy it from another manufacturer. The following list describes
some monitors that have been used
satisfactorily with the 9915A.
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Information about the 9915A
Operator Interface and monitor adjustments is contained in the 9915A
Operator Interface Technical
Supplement [P/N 09915-900211
which comes standard with the
98150 Program Development Kits.
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Best payback and ROI justification
Single vendor solution

Materials ManagemenV3000
Sales Success!
By Martin GonzakzlMSO

Congratulations to Glenn Morris of
HP Toronto for a successful sale of
Materials Management/3000. This
sale, with the HP 3000 and associated
peripherals, accounted for one of the
largest single orders in Glenn's district (even after discounts, it
amounted to $340K!J
Glenn concentrated his selling in two
areas: the firm's manufacturing and
EDP groups. The key to his success
was his perception of their different
needs and the different sales
methods he emplo.yed to address
them. Glenn convinced the manufacturing group of the productivity gains,
inventory reductions, and ease of use
Materials Management/3000 offered.
And he convinced the EDP group of
the ease of implementation, HP support and reliability of HP products.
Glenn's new customer is a manufacturing division of a large producer of
microwave tubes, klystrons, communications amplifiers, and power
supplies. This customer had been an
IBM user with a System 3 Model 10
running at full capacity. Because of its
20%annual growth rate, the customer
needed to expand its manufacturing
and DP capabilities, and was unsure
of IBM's proposed solution of a major
conversion to an interim System 34
installation with an ultimate upgrade
to a System 38. The customer looked
to other vendors and narmwed its
choices to three: the firm's corporate
manufacturing system (an Arndahl at
its head office), AMIAPS with HP or
Prime, and Materials Management/
3000.
HP was chosen over the competition
for:
Customizing capabilities - more
cost effective than to have corporate tailor its manufacturing system to the division.

Computer News April 15, 1981

Ease of use
Better feature set
Low price
With Materials Management/3000,
this customer expects to achieve the
following benefits :
Improved bill of material and inventory records
Smoother implementation of engineering changes
Better tracking of inventory items
for defense contracts
Significant reductions in inventories
Ability to support the company's
20% annual growth rate
Congratulations again to Glenn Morris for his success in selling Materials
Management/3000 !

Using an innovative application of HP
software, work orders will be scheduled in line with the Pert Project
Plan generated on the HP 1000. Parts
will be moved from the shore base
main store, through a transit operation (virtualwarehouse ), to a temporary floating store on a second platform acting as a hotel for the construction staff. Store locations in the
"virtual warehouse" can,be used to
track containers in transit, a big problem in the North Sea.
Key points in favour of MM/3000
were its capability for ongoing customization, its proven performance
and its ability to be implemented in a
short period. This customer should
be fully operational within only three
months of its decision to go with HP.

Commercial Systems
Pinewood Update

Materials ManagemenV3000
Aids Oil Construction
Project

By David Townsend/CSP

By Peter ScogynslHP Winnersh

Steve Zalewski, after successfully
launching the introduction of TDP/
3000, is now our Data Comm Product
Manager for Europe. He will provide
all the functions that are involved in
the field sales support of our present
Data Comm products on the HP 3000.
More importantly however, he will be
responsible for the lead up to, and the
introduction of, our new Data Comm
products in Europe. These will be in
the area of HP 3000 Communication
via Public Networks and the products
of our further commitment to communication with IBM systems.

Building an oil production platform
in the North Sea is a billion dollar
project taking several years. After design and subcontracted production of
various equipment and the platform
body, the completed rig is floated out
and positioned in the sea. The oil
production equipment is then installed during the "hook-up and commissioning" phase of the project.
A major oil company's platform is
due to float out to the North Sea in
May '81. Hook-up and commissioning
will take approximately 15 months.
The company which is acting as project manager for this phase is already
using an HP 1000 Pert Planning System from Metier, a British specialist
OEM, and has also decided to use
HP's Materials Management/3000 to
manage the material requirements for
the project.
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We have expanded our marketing
team in Pinewood.

Shirish Hardikar provides product
management for TDP/3000. His two
priorities are completion and delivery
of the two-day customer training
course -the materials for which will
be in stock from early April -and the
introduction of version A.01.00 of
TDP/3000 which will support the HP
2601A letter-quality printer, recently
introduced by Boise, and also some
other enhancements to TDP.

Business Computers

Carol Agne, who worked with TDP/
3000 throughout the product introduction, now handles our on-line
product support for North America
and ICON. She is CSP's first full-time
overseas representative and can be
reached on ext. 2809 at Cupertino.
Our next priority is to establish online support for HP 3000 Data Comm
in Europe, presently provided from
Boeblingen.
I would like to thank everyone who
has been involved in making TDP/
3000 successful. January was our
best month with orders at 200% of
quota. A couple of you are developing

successful OEM relationships which
have yielded multiple orders. However, we still have about 60,000 HP
3000 owners who do not have TDP on
their system, so we still have lots of
opportunities ! Also thanks for bearing
with us during our difficulty in fulfilling your and your customers' orders for individual manuals. As fast as
we have been printing them they sell
out. All three manuals are now in
stock.
Please direct any requests for help on
TDP to Carol or Shirish. Our COMSYS
code in CSP is 8060.

DCO
New Products Increase Data

Link Flexibility
By Ron Fountain/DCO
Two new products, recently announced by Grenoble, significantly
increase the flexibility of the HP Data
Link for multipoint installations while
also decreasing the cost to users. (See
"Extending the Multipoint Data Link
Capabilities" under HPG in this
issue.)
The 3074M allows for remote installation of the HP Data Link via fullduplex asynchronous modems or
asynchronous short haul modems.
HP 307X Data Capture terminals can
now be supported by MTS/3000 in
remote installations. The 3074M requires the INP as the HP 3000
hardware interface and the asynchronous INP cable (30221B or
30222B).
-

The 13264A, also known as "Bilbo",
allows HP 262X multipoint terminals
to be interfaced to the HP Data Link
(local or remote).
Previously a 3074A was required (US
list price $715). The 13264A (US list
price $350 ) provides a significant cost
savings for multipoint customers.
Each 13264A supports one multipoint HP 262X tenninal (no daisy
chaining is allowed). (The 3074A is
still required to interface multipoint
264X terminals to the HP Data Link.)
HP 3000
or Modem
Data Llnk

4

3074AlM

~

92905A

a
Connection box
92901 A

-

HP 3000 Series 111 For
Limited Production
Bv Rich Edwc~rds/CSY
With the overwhelming sales success
of the Series 44 Icongratulations!),
orders for the Series 111 have tapered
off over the past few months. To ensure that the factories can produce
systems to meet your customers'
needs, the availability for the Series 111
(model 32435B) systems has been
changed to "contact factory."
Production of Series 111 systems will
continue until August 31, '81. After
September 1, we will have a limited
number of refurbished Series I11 systems available to meet ongoing demand. Because of the limited number
of these used systems, please contact
BCG or BGD Sales Development for
assistance in quoting a refurbished
svstem.
Computer Systems Division is developing a card reader (for 80-column
cards) which is compatible with the
Series 30, 33, and 44. The product
(and also upgrades For Series I/II/III
card readers] will be introduced in
the second half of FY'81. Note that
there are no current plans for support
of a card reader/punch or paper tape
equipment on the Series 44.
The Series 44 is in volume production
at both Cupertino and Boeblingen.
"Grizzly" and the Series 30 today
offer your customers the best value
(price/perfonnance of any HP 3000s
ever produced. Our factories are
"geared up" to produce the high volumes of these systems that your outstanding FY '81 sales efforts have generated.

Modem

1
HP 3000

Asynchronous
Full Duplex

-

300620
cable

92905A cable

-&hndohndoFlOrida';5J
1 m - w Meeting
i

1

Data Llnk
D

0

Urge Your Customers To Attend!
10
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ISD
ISD & CSP Software Products Sales Aids
By Chris Kocher/ISD
The Office Systems Team of Information Systems Division and Computer Systems Pinewood has several great
software products to help you make additional commissions and better satisfy your customers' needs.

Listed below are all the sales aids and other relevant
materials relating to these products. Make a copy to save
as a handy reference. Questions about these products?
Call your Sales Development contact or Pat Wilcox, the
ISD Office Systems Applications Coordinator for Sales
Development.
2680 LPS
IDS/3000 and IFS/3000
36581A

Price (US)
Sales Literature
(Orderable
from Literature
Dept at Bldg
9B Palo Alto
with a Sales
Literature Order)
Manuals

1

Mgm't. Brochure
Data Sheet
Sample Charts
Line
Pie
Horizontal Bar
Vertical Bar

5953-4075
5953-4074
5953-4076
5953-4077

DSG/3000 Manual
DSG/3000 Guide

32250-90001
32250-90002

5953-0598
5853-0600

Self-paced training
DSG,3000
228341
Programmatic Use

Data Sheet 5953-0599

1

TDP/3000 Reference
Manual 36578-90001+
Using TDP/3000
36578-90002+
TDP/3000 Quick Ref.
Manual 36578-90003+
TDP/3000 2 day course at
HP ctr. 3 6 5 7 9 ~ #
Above course on-site
36579X

36580A #

$7,50OiAI
3,000iR)

$5,00OiA)
2,00O(R)

Mgm't. Brochure
Data Sheet
Print Sample

5952-9460
5952-9461
5952-9466

IDS/3000 Character Design
Reference Manual 36581-90001*
IDS/3000 Forms Design
Reference Manual 36581-90002*
IFS/3000 Reference
36580-90001*
Manual

2680 LPS
22838A*
Customer Training

Presentation hlaterials
New Dimensions Seminar (80000-60035)is orderable from Louise Watkins with a HEART I2 order. It is a 35mm
customer pitch that describes TDP, DSG, IDS, and IFS.

Demos

35mm Presentation Kit for
DSG/3000 32250-60001

Overhead and 35mm slides
and script mailed to DMs
3/4/81

For on-line demos, use chart files in
the Self-paced training course
#22833A

Demo tapes were sent with For demos use files provided in the SE
product to Software Distri- training materials (30000-60034)
bution Centers. If you have
difficulty obtaining them,
contact Shirish Hardikar,
CSP, or Pat Wilcox, ISD.

Note :
*These materials are not yet completed. Preliminary
draft copies are available in the SE pre-sales support
package 30000-60034which also includes 2680
Operator Manuals and SE training materials. These may
be ordered from Louise Watkins with a HEART I2 order.
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#These courses have not been finalized. Preliminary versions may be obtained from Carol Agne, On-line support
at ISD.
+These manuals must be ordered through Computer
Supplies Operation.
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DSG B e b HP 3000!
By Peter Scog$ns/HP Wirznersh
Britain's North Sea oilfields provide
one of the toughest oil exploration
and production challenges in the
world. Production platforms regularly
face 100 mph gales and 50 ft. waves.
A major oil company here has 180 oil
and gas producing wells with various
pipelines and floating trans-shipment
facilities running 24 hours a day, all
year round. Management of this oil
field requires the best information
well presented in a timely manner.
This company decided to build a data
base of
information and
provide management information
with graphics enhancements for both
planned and ad hoc reports. The
company's Exploration and Production Computing Group designed the
application for DEC PDP 11/70 with
TOTAL data bases. However, the
graphics reporting looked like a long
and expensive development.

i

DSG/3000 allowed Hewlett-Packard
to win the business in only three
weeks of discussion. Data base redesign for IMAGE is mininlal, and
QUERY can generate some of the reports where the customer had planned on writing programs.
DSG/3000 portfolio facilities are ideal
for the regular reports and the user
managers will use QUERY and DSG
for many of their ad hoc requests.
Some special long axis plots on the
7245B may require programming, but
DSG intrinsics will greatly ease the
burden.

1

1

4

1
I

And the HP solution was $100K
cheaper than the DEC solution just
for the hardware and software tools!
This was a particularly important sale
for HP as the EXPRO group installed
five PDP 11/701sin the same location
during 1980. DSG not only sold this
system, but helped break DEC's
stronghold on a very important part
of one of our big accounts.

GSD
mu

are cordially invited to anend a Hewlen-Pachard Sernmar lealuring rhe
HP250-the easy-lo use. highperlormance, business Cornpuler system horn
Hewlen-Pachard

temperature, and humidity
specifications.
Each spec is explained with both
the reason for it and the person
able to resolve any problem.

AN EXCEPTIONAL BLEND OF SlMPLlCiTY AND POWER

For those system configurations
which require it, electrician-style
schematics are given for installation of an isolated ground.
IMPROVED FINANCIAL CONTROL AND BETTER
CASH MANAGEMENT

ICON HP 2350 Seminars
By Gerald KkmushinlGSD
This HP 250 direct mail piece, designed by the ICON sales organization, is packing HP 250 seminars currently being run throughout the Far
East, Latin America, South Africa, and
Australia. Both Serge Daoust and
Dave Garcia of GSD Sales Development are assisting this special seminar series by being guest speakers. We
at GSD salute the ICON team for their
creative mailer, their confidence in
the HP 250, and their hard work and
enthusiasm in implementing this
seminar series.
A copy of this direct mail piece was
sent to all third party SRs in North
America. More are available from GSD
on request.

HP 2350 Site Prep
De-Mystified!
By Curt GowanlGSD
The new HP 250 Site Preparation
Guide is in stock at Computer
Supplies Operation (CSO).Written by
Art Duell, the guide is designed to
help the SR, SE, and customer move
from close-of-order to a successful
HP 250 operation with confidence.

What is in the guide?
The roles and responsibilities of
both the HP people and the customer.
A timetable and checklist to guide
the customer through preinstallation.

Exact, measurable values for
neutral-ground voltage, power line
transients, and RF interference in
addition to the normal voltage,

For Internal Use Only

Exact cabling information for
peripherals, terminals, and data
comm to aid in planning the
placement of equipment.
Data comm line requirements and
US modem configurations in
telephone-company terminology,
(SO the customer can make
arrangements with little or no HP
involvement ).
Data for customer installation of
lkrn current loop cables for terminals or Remote/250s.
Media storage, backup data protection, and computer supply ordering.
A simple method to put a system,
two discs, and two printers in an
un-ventilated closet. (Checking a
simple graph shows the temperature of the resulting "computer
sauna."

How should the guide be used?
In the pre-sale or immediate postsale period to set customer expectations and get the customer
started on the path to a successful
installation.
Your OEMs can order it for use in
pre-sale activity with their enduser customers.

How do vou get it?
HEART Order; P/N 45251-90040;
Supplying Division No. A568
This new version is based not only on
new measurements in the factory but
also on our field experience and
suggestions from CEs, SRs, and
OEMs. Give us your criticisms and
suggestions. With your help, we can
evolve the best site prep procedures
and documentation in the smallbusiness marketplace.

Computer News April 15, 1981
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DTD PRODUCT
STRATEGY

Data Terminals Product
Strategy
By Chip Norris/DTD
The primary charter for Data Terminals Division is to design, manufacture and market a wide variety of CRT
terminal products to interface with
HP computers. For your convenience,
we have outlined below the five major
application areas for which our products are designed. We have also
graphically represented our terminals
on an applications matrix. You may
find this graph to be a useful sales aid
in explaining our CKT terminal
strategy.
Each of our products has been
positioned to address one o r more of
the following application areas:

a

TEXT
PREPARATION

PROGRAM
PREPARATION

C. A. D. /
C. A. M.

ANALYSIS

1. Data Entry - Where data accuracy

utilizing local edil checking is crucial to relieve the host computer of
routine data checking. Qpical user
is clerical, possibly working fulltime at the terminal.

- Where enhanced screen editing and
keyboard flexibility play an important role in program documentation and report writing. Typical
users are secretaries, technical
writers and programmers.

2. Text Preparation

3. Program Preparation - Where

multiple pages of' memory and
local editing capabilities aid programmers to modify their programs
efficiently and accurately.
4. CAD/CAM - Where interactive

a

DATA
ENTRY

graphics controls (eg., zoom, pan,
draw) contribute to detailed Computer Aided Designs, or flexible
input devices (eg, programmable
keyboards, marked card readers
and magnetic strip readers ) reduce
errors and increase productivity in
Computer Aided Manufacturing.
The typical user is an engineer o r
technician for Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) or a manufacturing controller for data collection from the shop floor.
Computer News April 15, 1981

5. Data Analysis - Where local

graphic representation of statistical data (eg.,Pie Charts, Bar Charts
and Linear Charts) aid management in spotting trends and interrelationships easily for fast decisionmaking.

Fast Delivery On 1616A
By Ken Bladcford/DTD
After months of long availability
which created major problems for
some ofyou, the supply of HP 2626As
has increased to the point where
some configurations are available "off
the shelf"!
The 2626A's unique features of dual
data communications and multiple
workspaces which are viewable
simultaneously on the screen

For Internal U s e Only

We hope this summary helps you
communicate our DTD Product
Strategy to your customers. Please call
your DTD Sales Development contact
if you have any questions.

through windows, have proven to be a
key ingredient in a number of system
sales. For program development, the
dual data comm, the 132 column
capability and forms design module
make the HP 2626A an ideal terminal.
There should be at least one on every
system helping the user to get more
from his system. Take advantage of
the fast delivery to make your accounts more productive and gain
their lasting gratitude !
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New Features on 262lA/P

Anti-Glare Protection

By Kevin WandryklDTD

By Andy TasnadylDTD

HP 2621A/P terminals are currently
undergoing a ROM rollover which will
result in the following new features
being incorporated into the terminals:

DTD's standard etched screen significantly reduces glare. But for users
who operate CRT displays in extreme
glare conditions, more help exists! It
is a nylon mesh filter which lies between the screen of the terminal and
the front bezel. The filter greatly reduces the amount of glare experienced by the user.

1. Configuration lock - locks the

configuration parameters so they
cannot be modified from the
keyboard.
2. "A" strap - allows certain
keyboard escape sequences to be
transmitted to the computer.
These escape sequences may be
used by the CPU to monitor cursor
position, etc.
Also, the main code for the national
character sets is included. To get the
national character set ROMs and
keyboards you still need to order the
appropriate national options.
To determine whether a particular
terminal in the field has the new
ROMs, hit the CONFIG softkey. This
will bring up the configuration menu.
The configuration menu will differ
from the old version in two ways.
The new menu will add a character
"A" (upper case = enabled, lower
case = disabled) to the strapping
list.
In the softkey labels where an EXIT
key used to be included to get out
of configuration mode, there is
now a LANGUAGE key. This key
accesses a further set of softkeys to
select the active character set. To
exit the configuration menu, hit
the blank key on the right hand
side of the keyboard.
For more information, see the
2621A/P National Terminal Owners'
Manual (P/N 02620-90032) or call
your Sales Development contact.

One company that supplies this product for both HP 262X and 264X terminals, is "Sun-Flex", 20 Pirnentel
Court, Novato, California 94947.
Phone (415) 883-1221. They offer a
variety of filters. The filter type
"45HT" is recommended for HP
alphanumeric terminals. The cost is
$27.50 each. Call your DTD Sales Development contact with any questions !

262lA/P Orders Go to
Puerto Rico
By J e n y Erickson/DTD
Due to continued expansion in Data
Terminals product line, and the
growth in sales volume, DTD cannot
produce all the necessary terminals
in the Sunnyvale plant. We will be
increasingly relying on the Roseville
and Puerto Rico facilities to manufacture various terminal product lines.
This is a reminder that effective
March 1 '81, all 2621A and 2621Ps,
2629A/Bs and their cables are ordered from Puerto Rico Division
(5600).Puerto Rico Division is also
supplying all 2621A/P special configurations. (Ex. K-10 Extended
Keyboard 1.
Direct questions to Jesse Judd, O.P.
O r Miriam
in
Order Processing, Puerto Rico Division. (5600) Phone (809) 891-5235.

HPG
Extending the Multipoint
Data Link* Capabilities
By Alain iMouttham/HPG
(*Previouslycalled Factory Data Link)
Connect the HP 262X family multipoint terminals to the data link! Remote the data link from the computer! These new capabilities have been
available since March 1 with the introduction of two interfaces: the
13264A Data Link adapter and the
3074M Modem/Data Link Adaptor.
The 13264A interfaces the 262X
multipoint terminals to the data link.
It simply plugs into the 262X
data comm port 1 on one side and to
the data link connection box on the
other side. It converts the RS-232Cstandard electrical levels to the data
link-standard levels and vice-versa.
The US list price is $350 and the
data sheet (P/N 5953-0146) has been
shipped to your office. So please
check your literature rack.
The 3074M allows a remote installation of the data link from the computer via full-duplex asynchronous
modems. It is inserted between the
modem and the data link. It adapts
the RS-232C-standard signals to the
data link-standard ones and viceversa. The 3074M is supported on the
HP 1000 system equipped with the
multipoint interface card (12790A
Option 001 and software (DVR07).It
is also supported on the HP 3000
equipped with the INP interface card
(30020A)and software (MTS). Please,
keep in mind that the 3074M remotes
the link; it does not extend it!
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One word of caution about the connection to the HP 3000: the SSLC
(30055A)which is also a multipoint
I/F, does not support full-duplex
modems; so no remote installation of
the data link is possible in this case.
The US list price of the 3074M is $820.
The data sheet IP/N 5953-01431 has
also been shipped to your office. (See
also "New Products Increase Data
Link Flexibility" under DCO in this
issue. )
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Where To Get Overprinted
Marked Cards

48 VDC Power Supply for 264X Terminds
By Michel Jour&n/HPG

B y Michel Jour&n/HPG

S48, special from Grenoble Division,
is a 48 VDC (direct current power
supply which is designed to replace
the standard 110/220 VAC unit in HP
2645A-2648A terminals. It will enable
terminals to be used in telephone
switching systems, where the only
power lines are 48 VDC. Other applications include operation on uninterruptable power systems using battery
back-up.

In addition to the lists of sales aids for
data capture published in Computer
News, September 1, '79 and
November 1, '80, here is some more
information for you:

Marked cards:
Ferry-Peter
4, rue du Champy -- BP 18
54210 ST NICOLAS DE PORT
tel.: (8) 348-16-65
telex: 850021
This company accepts orders from
any country 'worldwide and has the
knowledge of the H P specifications
for OMR and 307X. All the cards are
made with OCR pap:r. This company
can also supply OCR paper.
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Physically, S48 is identical in size to
the standard unit and will fit in the
same location inside the 264X mainframe. A new fan will replace the
standard AC unit.
No other modifications to the terminals are necessary. Output power is
identical and will support the same
configurations as the AC power supply. Ask your terminal Sales Development contact in Grenoble for
latest information, availability and
price before placing your order.
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HP Coqorate HQ Impressed
With 2680 L P S

2680A Banking Application
By D u x iMelin/BSE

Application: This user is part of a
large merchant banking institution in
London. Within this company, two
HP 3000/IIIs are used to handle personal investment accounts. Output is
either the monthly statement or
internal paperwork. The monthly
statement is a short, but complex,
asset valuation.
Scenario: Currently, this customer
prints its clients' monthly asset
statements on a line printer. That
output is then photoreduced, cut out,
and pasted on an 8 - 1 / 2 " x 11" form.
The document is copied and then
sent to the bank's customer. Print
volume for both 3 0 0 0 s is a total of
about 50,000 pages a month.
Analysis: With the HP 2680 Laser
Printing System, these bankers can
immediately improve their productivity. The monthly statement can be
generated in a correspondence quality format directly from the computer.
No more cutting, pasting, and photoreducing. Print quality is improved
because photocopied line printer
output is replaced by high contrast
laser generated characters.
Although preprinted forms are not
being replaced in this application, the
high quality print and easy output
formatting more than justify the use
of a Laser Printing System.
Traditional report production was
costly and time-consuming, resulting
in a relatively unattractive package.
The bank can now reduce the report
production expenses while producing a customer-usable report with excellent quality.

By Sue Brault/BSE

Since the announcement of the HP
2680 LPS, public response to this new
product has been very positive and
encouraging. At our Corporate EDP
center what's exciting is that many
different people in the Corporate Offices are using the 2680 and are very
impressed with the results.
Some time ago, the 2680 was rolled
into the BAEDP Center primarily as a
test unit. Once the people at Corporate saw the neat forms they could
design and the high-quality output
they could get, people were literally
standing in line to use the 2 6 8 0 . As
one person said, "The printer is very
addictive." Once you use the 2680
you don't want to go back to the old
way of doing things.
Who's using the 2680?
The Marketing and Materials areas at
Corporate have started programs to
use the 2680 as a replacement for
their line printer output and outside
offset print shop requirements.
Improved print quality and the ability
to place more data on an 8 - 1 / 2 " x 11 "
sheet of paper using a smaller print
font is the reason the Corporate Marketing Group chose the 2680 output.
Every two weeks the Availability
Schedule is distributed to the salesforce and factories. Corporate Marketing found three major benefits to
using the 2680 to print this Schedule.
Mailing Costs: have been reduced
because more data has been
placed on a 8 - 1 / 2 " x 11 single
sheet, thereby reducing the
number of printed pages by almost
"

an outside printer to reduce its
traditional line printer output to an
8 - 1 / 2 " x 11" size before being
offset printed. This also saves in
turnaround time! (Please note that
your copy of the Availability
Schedule is not an original. Corporate Marketing still uses offset
printing to print the Availability
schedule. he reason; fast turnaround and duplex printing. However, the 2680 output is used for
the master and proves to be much
more convenient.1
Print Quality: has been touted by
the users in the field as an impressive improvement ! No longer is the
data an "eye strainer" to read. The
Availability schedule was very
straightforward in terms of transferring data to the 2 6 8 0 . Minor
program changes were made to
compact the data and add the HP
logo.
The capability to interactively design
a form and merge data is being used
in the Corporate Materials area. Because data needs to be placed between lines that are 1 / 4 " high, traditional line printer output just
wouldn't fit the bill. The alternative of
course, was to electronically design
the form and merge the data using
the 2 6 8 0 and the interactive software.
This solution is working well, in fact
because the form is still in the developmental stages it has allowed the
ater rials group t o quickly modify the
form while it's still in the design
phase, a time and money saver.
The 2 6 8 0 has proved itself a "champ"
at BAEDP.

30%.

Reduction Costs: Although this was
not a benefit planned on, Corporate Marketing no longer has to pay

For Internal Use Only
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2680 Application Amplifiers
BY Sue Brault/BSE
Beginning this month, Boise Division
will send you "Application
Amplifiers". We have documented
our initial HP 2680 customer orders
and the intended applications and
feel that this infornlation will be an
effective tool to help you move into
new and existing accounts. The
amplifiers will cover:
The customer and their business
Their present printing situation
The pmblem the.y want to solve
How they intend to use the 2680 to
help solve their problems.

Feature Support on 2608A

Kha

DMD
7920 vs. 7925

- A Performance Comparison

B,v Therese Margevkus/DlMD
Due to differences in the functional specifications, some misconceptions have
arisen concerning the performance of the HP 7920 versus the HP 7925. The
chart below shows the industry standard performance evaluation parameters
for the 7920 and 7925.

Performance Evaluation Parameters
792 0

Rotational Rate
Latency Time
Seek Times
Access Time
# of sectors per surface
# of tracks per surface
Transfer Rate (Burst)
Capacity

7925

3600 RPM
16.6 MS
25 MS
33.3 MS
48
815
937.5 Kbytes/Sec
50 Mbytes

2700 RPM
22.2 MS

25 MS
36.1 MS
64
815
937.5 :Kbytes/Sec
120 Mbytes

By Onnond Rankinl13SE
Occasionally an HP 2608A printer is
sold on an HP 3000 system with an
application in mind that uses some
special 2608 features (graphics, double high/double wide characters).
The HP 3000/30/33/44/III systems
do not support all special features on
the HP 2608A printer. The 3000 supports multiple character sets (two
sets at a time), downloadable VFC,
programmable left margin and the
normal print and space mode. Double sized characters and graphics
modes are not supported. The HP
1000, 250, and 9835/45 support virtually all features. ('The HP 250 does
not support downloadable VFC.)
Thus, i f 2 6 0 8 ~
specid features usage
is a significant aspect of an HP 3000
system sale, please verify the feature
support with a Boise sales Development engineer.

These differences have little effect on
the overall performance of the drives.
For example, the seek times and
transfer rates are the same. Furthermore, in cylinder mode, the 7925 can
access 147.5 Kbytes without moving
the heads, whereas the 7920 can access only 61.4 Kbytes without moving
the heads. Minimizing head movement saves time due to less incremental seeks. The following list
shows the time (in millesecondsj
necessary to transfer a 50 Kbyte block
of data for each drive. Assume the
following:
1. The seek command has been initiated.
Z , The heads are positioned to begin

a read.
3. The total number of sectors
needed for the transfer is 196
since each sector is 256 bytes.
(256 x 196 = 50176 Bytes)

7925

Read one track
22.22 ms
Head switch
0.35 ms
Read one track
22.22 ms
Head switch
0.35 ms
Read one track
22.22 ms
Head switch
.35 ms
Read remaining 4 sectors
1.33 ms
4/64 = .06 of a revolution
.06 X 22.22 = 1.33
69.04 ms*
7920

Read one track
16.60 ms
Head switch
0.35 ms
Read one track
16.60 ms
Head switch
0.35 ms
Read one track
16.60 ms
0.35 ms
Head switch
Read one track
16.60 ms
Head switch
0.35 ms
1.78 ms
Read remaining 4 sectors
4/48 = .08 of a revolution
.08 x 22.22 = 1.78
69.58 ms
In summary, even though the performance evaluation parameters are
slightly different the overall performance of the two drives is virtually
the same.
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Upgrade Your Disc Drives
For A Series 44

Disc Drive

By Mike Gordon/DMD

7920M

If your customer wishes to upgrade
his/her HP 3000 Series CX, I, 11, or I11
Computer System to a new HP 3000
Series 44, and take his/her reliable HP
7920/25 MAC, (Multi-access controller) Disc Drives with him/her - then
Disc Memory Division has the answer!

7920M ( 3 )
(Controller in Drive)
A. Controller Serial #
prior to 1704 date code

This solution allows your customer to
upgrade any disc drive from our current product line which is now supported on an HP 3000 111. The following five drives can be transferred
to your new Series 44:
HP 7920M 50 Mbyte Master Drive
79208 50 Mbyte Slave Drive
7925M 120 Mbyte Master Drive
79258 120 Mbyte Slave Drive
7925T 240 Mb-yte Slave Drive
Package
The chart opposite explains how the
upgrade for these disc drives and
their associated disc controller can be
accomplished.

(Controller in CPU)

B. Controller Serial #
1704 & later date code
7920s

I

i

/1

Not Necessary

7925M
(Controller in Drive)

12745A

5,000 ( 2 )
N/C
1,050
$1,130
-

79255

Not Necessary

-

7925T

Not Necessary

-

Information Management Introducto~yOffer Ends May 15
By RDsemury &unler/GLD

cial order item obtainable
through your Sales Development
contact.

1

13037C (1)
Opt. 010
Opt. 102
12745A

13037C
Opt. 010
o p t . 102

(1).The 13037C Controller is a spe-

~

Price
List*

13037C (1)
o p t . 010
Opt. 102

7925M
(Controller in CPU)

Note :

I

Solution F o r
HP-IB U p g r a d e

Only 30 days remain for our special
incentive offer arranged for the HP
Series 80 Information Management
System introduction.

(2).Because the 13037C controller is
a special order item, it is nondiscountable.

Through May 15, the end-user will
receive the new Information Management software and the Mass Storage ROM - a $345 value - at no
additional cost with each purchase of
an 82901M Flexible Disc Drive.

(3).To upgrade a 7920M disc drive
with a controller in the disc drive
cabinet may require a CE to
check the date code on the
existing controller.

The random access speed of the
82901M, combined with the
general-purpose IMPac software,
brings the power of fast data analysis
to Series 80 Personal Computers.

If you have any further questions regarding disc drive upgrades for a
Series 44, just call your DMD Sales
Development contact.

The Series 80 Information Management System acts as a data management tool to rapidly store, organize,
access and report large amounts of
information. With this new system,
your customers can gain the competitive edge they need through faster,
smarter decisionmaking.

*CPL as of 3/1/81 (US Dollars)

A n H P Series 80 Personal
Computer System with IMPac
software for the businessand
technical profess~onal.

Act today! Use this promotion for
your add-on as well as original sales.
For additional direct mail pieces, call
our toll-free number (800) 525-5192.
For Internal Use Only
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SDD
9872€/T Demo Tapes
Available
By Bill Fuhrer/SDD
Demo tapes for the HP 9872C and T
plotters are available for the following
controllers, and are being developed
for the HP 9845C and HP-85:
9835A/B P/N 09872-18002, Rev. C
9845B P/N 09872-18003, Rev. C
Each demo tape contains seven all
new and exciting graphic plots that
utilize up to 8 pen colors. Each demo
is also function-key driven for easy
operation. In addition, a "T" feature
is included to run the plots continuously - perfect for trade shows and
other demonstrations where unattended plotting is desired.

The New, Sharper Graphics
Edge
A year ago you had the Graphics Edge

over your competition with
great selling tools like the HP 9872B
for multicolor and 98728 for multiple
copy/multicolor plotting from
graphics workstations and desktop
computers; the HP 7220 and 7221B/S
models for timesharing; the HP
7310A for hardcopy output from HP
2640 series terminals; the HP 7245B
for long-axis plotting and printing;
the HP 17055 Overhead Transparency Kit with seven colors and two
line widths; text slides and business graphs from HP 2647 rnultiplot
software; HP 9845B Graphics Presentation Software; Graphics/1000 with
multicolor output; and HP PLOTI21
software for the 72;!1A/B/S plotters.
Today the Edge is sharper than ever!
In the last year HP has added or improved these graphics products:
DSG/3000 - interactive business
graphics display software for the
HP 3000

The 9 8 7 2 demo tapes have seven new charts showing a variely of customer plotting
applicarions.

Six new paper pen colors
HP ISPP - Industry Standard Plotting Package for all HP-GL plotters
HP PLOTI21 Revision C, with enhancements for improved transportability, 8-pen operation and
installation on HP and non-HP
computers
Graphics/1000-I1 for design
graphics applications
HP-85 Graphics Presentation Pack

HP Spectrum Graphics Kit for
hardcopy images from the 9845C
A wide range of product literature
and sales demos.

According to the Harvard Newsletter
on Computer Graphics (Vol. 3, No. 2
- Jan. 26, 19811, the computer
graphics market outlook is for a 25%
annual growth rate reaching $4 billion in 1985. Use your Graphics Edge
to get ahead!

Local Language Literature for SDD Products
By iwike Tupper/Boeblingen
We have many local language data
sheets and brochures for San Diego
products available for order from
BDD (COMSYScode B600).Order the
part number followed by the code for
the language you want, e.g., to get the

ISPP data sheet in German, order P/N
5953-4068-GE. Check the Sales Literature Index microfiche, distributed
twice monthly to each sales office,
whenever you have a question about
availability and ordering information.

Local Language Literature P / N s

5053-4068-GE/FR/SW/IT/DU
5953-4059-GE/FR/SP/IT/DU/SW
5953-0760-EN/FR/GE/IT/SP

Industry Standard Plotting Package
Data Sheet
7220/7221/9872 C/T Plotter Data Sheet
7225A Graphics Plotter Data Sheet
7225A Graphics Plotter Brochure
7240A/45B Plotter Data Sheet
7580A Drafting Plotter Data Sheet

The 8 pen C/T p:lotters

5953-0761-EN/FR/GE/IT/SP
5953-0794-FR/GE/EN

The all new 7580A drafting plotter
for large plotter markets

*Order P/N 5953-4073-SW from Stockholm.
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